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A universal bound for the maximal expected reward is obtained for
stopping a sequence of independent random variables where the reward is a
nonincreasing function of the rank of the variable selected. This bound is
shown to be sharp in three classical cases: (i) when maximizing the
probability of choosing one of the k best; (ii) when minimizing the expected
rank; and (iii) for an exponential function of the rank.
1. Introduction. For every finite sequence of independent random vari­
ables there is a stopping time which stops at the maximum value with
probability at least 1je, one which stops with one of the two largest values
with probability at least e- /2(1 + /2) and, in general, one which stops with
one of the k largest values with probability at least p(k) =
exp<-lkl}l/k)E ~:MkW/k jr!. These bounds are best possible, and follow from the
main result of this paper (Theorem 1), which gives a universal bound for the
maximal expected reward for stopping a sequence of random variables when
the reward is a nonincreasing function of the rank of the variable selected.
Let Xl' X 2 , ••• be a sequence of independent random variables and denote
by ./ the set of positive integer-valued stopping times relative to the natural
filtration ~ <;:; 9; <;:; "', where g:;. = u(Xl , X 2 , •.• ,Xr ). Let ~ be the
subset of stopping times taking values in {l, 2, ... , n}. For each n ~ 1 and
r = 1,2, ... ,n, take Mrn to be the rth largest order statistic among
Xl' X2 , .•. , Xn , so that
r
The rank of X k among Xv X 2 , .•. , X n is defined to be
R'k = min{r: Xk = M:}, for k = 1,2, ... , n.
When considering stopping times in ./, to simplify the notation, set R'k = 0
for k > n. Notice that if two (or more) values tie, then the rank is taken as the
smaller for each; for example, if two random variables are largest, both have
rank 1 (see Remark 1.5). The object of the present paper is to obtain bounds on
the optimal reward for the problem of choosing a stopping time T E ./ or
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T E ~ so as to maximize Efn(R'T) for functions fn(r) which are nonincreas­
ing in r, 1 ~ r ~ n. One may think of a gambler with a horizon n wishing to 
select one of the random variables so as to maximize the expected value of a 
nonincreasing function of the rank of the random variable chosen from among 
the first n. Here, for each n ~ 1, take fn: {O, 1,2, ... , n} ~ IR+, with fn(l) ~ 
fn(2) ~ ... ~ fn(n) = o. The assumption that fn(n) = 0 is only for conve­
nience; clearly any nonincreasing function In may be reduced to this case by 
taking fn(r) = m(r) -In(n). The inclusion of fn(O) is to allow for the possibil­
ity of not selecting one of the n random variables; this corresponds to choosing 
aTE J with P(T > n) > O. For T E J, if fn(O) ~ fn(l), clearly it is optimal 
if the horizon is n to take T = n + 1. Similarly, if fn(O) ~ fn(n), it is optimal 
to take P(T ~ n) = 1 and so T E ~; that is, if fn(O) ~ fn(n), 
sup Efn{ R'T) = sup Efn{ R'T). 
TE../ TE~ 
Hence the interesting case is when fn(l) ~ fn(O) ~ fn(n), which will be as­
sumed throughout this paper. 
The present setup may be seen to be related to the classical secretary 
problem [cf. Freeman (1983) and Ferguson (1989)] as follows. The gambler 
may choose one of the n items which appear in random order, each order 
being equally likely. When item r is viewed, only its rank among the first r 
items is observed. Let YI , ... , Yk be a random permutation of 1, ... , nand 
denote by Zk the number of YI , ... , Yk not exceeding Yk . For k = 1, ... , n, 
define X k = k if Zk = 1 and X k = -Zk if Zk ~ 2. Then, since Zl' ... ' Zn are 
independent random variables, Xl' ... ' X n are independent. Furthermore, RZ = 1 if and only if Zk = 1, and RI: = 1 if and only if Yk = 1. The secretary 
problem corresponds to choosing a stopping time T ~ n relative to the se­
quence Zl' ... ,Zn so as to maximize P(YT = 1), but this is clearly equivalent 
to choosing a stopping time T relative to Xl' ... ' X n so as to maximize 
Efn(R'T) where fn(l) = 1, fn(r) = 0 for r =1= 1. Thus the secretary problem is a 
particular case of the class of optimal stopping problems considered in this 
paper. However, in general, extensions of the secretary problem involving 
ranks greater than 1 (e.g., choosing one of the best k items, k > 1) cannot be 
reduced to the present context (see Remark 1.1). 
The principal result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that fn(l) ~ fn(2) ~ ... ~ fn(n) = 0 and that fn(l) 
~ fn(O) ~ fn(n). For all independent random variables Xl' ... , X n, there is a 
stopping time T E J satisfying 
(1) Efn(R'T) ~ o:~~J:~:fn(r)(~)pr(1_p)n-r]. 
When the random variables are continuous it will be shown that the 
stopping time T in the statement of Theorem 1.1 may be taken to be a 
threshold stopping time; that is, stop at the first random variable that exceeds 
a fixed level. If the random variables are not continuous the proof of the 
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existence of such a T is nonconstructive. By taking the derivative with respect 
to p of the summation in the right-hand side of (1), it follows that if fn(l) > 0, 
then the supremum is attained by the unique p, 0 ~ p < 1, satisfying 
(2) fn{l) - fn(O) = :~: Un(r) - fn(r + 1)}( n ; 1 )( 1 ~ p r. 
The uniqueness of p satisfying (2) follows by observing that the right-hand 
side is strictly increasing in p, 0 < p < 1. Appropriate choices of f n lead to the 
inequalities in the following three theorems; the sharpness claims, however, 
require separate proofs. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Best k of n). For all independent random variables 
Xl' ... ' X n , there is a stopping time T E ~ satisfying 
EJ~)(nklrrlk 
(3) [1 + {( n k1)} -11k r' 
and this bound is sharp. 
Taking the limit of the bound in (3) as n ~ 00 yields the inequality stated in 
the first paragraph, since the sharpness of the bounds implies that they are 
monotone decreasing. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Expected rank). For all independent random variables 
Xl' ... ' X n there is a stopping time T E ~ satisfying 
(4) E(Rr) ~ (n - 1)[1 - n-l/(n-l)] + 1, 
and this bound is sharp. 
Observe that if Cn denotes the bound on the right-hand side of (4), then 
(Cn - log n) ~ 1 as n ~ 00. 
THEOREM 1.4 (Exponential rank function). For all independent random 
variables Xl' ... ' X n and 0 < z < 1 there is a stopping time T E ~ satisfying 
n z( 1 - zn) [ 1 (( 1 _ zn ) l/(n -1) )] -(n -1) 
(5) E[zRT ] ~ 1 + - - 1 ,l-z z l-z 
and this bound is sharp. 
As n ~ 00, the bound in (5) approaches z(l - Z)(l-z)/z. To illustrate this 
bound, consider the particular case where the reward structure is such that 
stopping on the best random variable yields 1, on the second best yields 1/2, 
and the third best yields 1/4 and so on. Taking z = 1/2, for large n the last 
inequality shows that the optimal expected reward is bounded below by 1/2. 
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TABLE 1 
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 12 
p(k) 0.368 0.587 0.726 0.817 0.877 0.917 0.992 
q(k) 0.368 0.574 0.708 0.799 0.860 0.903 0.988 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 2 and the proofs of 
Theorems 1.2-1.4 will be given in Section 3. It is not difficult to show that the 
bound in (1) is sharp for all n ~ 4 for all f n . An example and proof are given in 
Section 4 to show that the bound in (1) is not sharp for n = 5 and the rank 
function f5(l) = 2, f5(2) = f5(3) = f5(4) = 1 and f 5(O) = f5(5) = o. Surpris­
-- ingly enough, such an example to demonstrate that the bound in (1) is not 
sharp in general seems to be difficult to construct, and even in the example 
mentioned previously, the true bound is very close to the general bound. This 
suggests that the bound in (1) may be fairly sharp for a large class of f n . 
REMARK 1.1. The bound p(l) = e- l obtained from (3) in the limit as 
n ~ 00 in the case k = 1 is familiar from the classical secretary problem as the 
limiting probability of choosing the best item using an optimal policy as the 
number of items n tends to infinity. This observation shows that the secretary 
problem behaves asymptotically like the worst case when fn(l) = 1, fn(r) = 0 
for r > 1. This is not true for k > 1, the case of choosing one of the best k. 
Here the limiting bound p(k) differs from the limit of the optimal probability 
q(k) [cf. Frank and Samuels (1980)] of choosing one of the k best in the 
classical problem. It should also be noted that p(k) ~ 1 very quickly as k 
increases, as Table 1 illustrates. As Table 1 also suggests, since p(k) > q(k) 
for k > 1, there is some slight advantage in knowing the distributions of the 
Xi' as opposed to knowing only the ranks. 
REMARK 1.2. Sakaguchi (1984) considers the following variation of the 
secretary problem. If the gambler selects the best item from n (~2), he 
receives 1 unit; if he selects any but the best, he pays 1 unit, and if he opts not 
to select an item, he receives or pays nothing. The last option corresponds to 
stopping at a time that exceeds n. A corresponding generalization of the bound 
in Theorem 1.2 may be derived from Theorem 1.1. For any B, 0 ~ B ~ 1, it 
follows that for all independent random variables Xl' ... ' X n , there is a 
stopping time T E J satisfying 
P(XT ~ Mkn, T ~ n) + (1 - B)P(T > n) 
1 - B + r~J~ ){B/ ( n ~ 1 ) r/k(6) 
~ ------------­
[ 1 + {B/ (n ~ 1 ) r/k r 
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and this bound is sharp. Notice that the limit of the bound in (6) as n ~ 00 is 
k-l {k'B}r/k
exp( _{k!B}l/k) E ., . 
r=O r. 
This is seen to be an extension of Sakaguchi's case by taking B = 1/2 (and 
considering the reward/loss function 2 fn(r) - 1); then the gambler wins 1 if 
he selects one of the k best of the random variables, he loses 1 if he selects one 
of the n - k worst and he receives or pays nothing if he does not select. From 
(6), in the case k = 1, it follows that 
2 
lim sup [P(Rr = 1) - P(Rr ~ 2)] ~c - 1. 
n-+oo TEJ ve 
Comparing this last bound with the result in Sakaguchi (1984) shows that 
again in this situation the secretary problem behaves asymptotically like the 
worst case. 
REMARK 1.3. The case of (3) when k = 1 provides an interesting bound 
related to the prophet inequality [Krengel and Sucheston (1978)], which 
establishes that for independent nonnegative random variables Xv .. . , X n , 
sup EXT ~ !E( max X r ), TE~ l~r~n 
and that 1/2 is the best possible bound for each n ~ 2. It follows from (3) that 
for nonnegative, independent random variables 
XT )sup E (TE../.. max X r
 
n l~r~n
(7) 
1 ) n-1 
~ 1 - n for each n ~ 1.( 
Here, interpret % as 1. It will be seen that the bound in (7) is sharp for each 
n (where the bound is taken to be 1 for n = 1). Notice that the limit of the 
bound in (7) as n ~ 00 is e- 1 < 1/2, which contrasts with the standard 
prophet inequality. 
REMARK 1.4. Note that the proof of Theorem 1.1 shows the existence of a 
threshold stopping time T satisfying (1) for continuous random variables and 
that the threshold c may be determined explicitly from the distributions of the 
random variables. In the case where the random variables are i.i.d. (and 
continuous), there is even a threshold stopping time which stops with the 
maximum observation with probability at least 0.517 as was shown by Gilbert 
and Mosteller [(1966), page 57]. 
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REMARK 1.5. The definition of the rank given above is a "generous" one, in 
that ties always move up, and the result (1) depends heavily on this. If ties 
move down, for example, then there is no nontrivial analog of (1), since the 
case Xl = X 2 = ... = X n = 1 would yield E[ fn(R'T)] = fn(n) = 0 for all T E 
~. Similarly, if an averaging definition of rank is used [e.g., the reward is 
(fn(l) + fn(2))12 if the value selected is tied with one other value for the 
maximum], then the best lower bound is easily seen to be (f (l) +n
· .. +fn(n))ln (which is attained if Xl = X 2 = ... = X n = 1), and this is also 
the best lower bound for arbitrary dependent random variables (via the 
randomized stopping time "stop with probability lin at time i, independently 
of the X process"). The best lower bound for the arbitrarily dependent case 
under the definition of relative rank used in this paper is not known for 
general objective functions fn' although for the best-choice problem fn(l) = 1, 
fn(i) = 0 for i =/:; 1, it is easily seen to be lin. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. For fixed real numbers a ~ a 2 ~ ••• ~ an ~ 0, the function 
is minimized over x r ~ 1, 1 ~ r ~ n, with n~xr = b > 1 when Xl = ... 
X = .b l / n 
n 
PROOF. First, it will be shown that the function 
is Schur convex for Y = (YI' ... ,Yn) E IR~. [For the definition and properties of 
Schur convexity, see Marshall and Olkin (1979), in particular, page 54 and 
Theorem A4 of page 57.] Let 
r 
cP~(y) = n (eYij - 1), r = 1, . .. ,n, 
with cPo = 1, cP~1 = 0 and cP~ = 0 for r > n. For the n-vector Y = (YI'··· ,Yn) 
let 
be the (n - I)-vector obtained by dropping the ith component and let Yij be 
the (n - 2)-vector obtained by dropping the ithand jth components, i ¢j. 
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Observe that 
and 
,l,.n-l(" ) - ,l,.n-2(" ) + ,l,.n-2(" )( Y 1)
o/r-l Yi - o/r-l Yij o/r-2 Yij e J - , for 1 ~ r ~ n. 
This gives 
a4Jn a,l,.n 
_r _ _o/r _ ( Yt _ Yj)[,I,.n-2(" ) _ ,l,.n-2(" )]
- e e o/r-l Yij o/r-2 Yij ,
aYi aYj 
implying that 
a<I> a<I> n 
eYJa - a = (eY' - ) L ar[cP~-=-r(Yij) - cP~-=-:(Yij)] 
~ ~ r=l 
n-l 
= (eYt - eYj ) L (a r - ar+I)4J~-=-i(Yij)· 
r=l 
This, in turn, implies that 
(Yi - Yj)(a<l> _ a<l» ~ 0, for i =1= j,
aYi aYj 
which by Theorem A4 of Marshall and Olkin (1979) proves that <I> is Schur 
convex. Schur convexity, on the other hand, implies that 
<I>((y, ... ,y)) ~ <I>((YI'··· ,Yn)) 
where y = (YI + ... +yn)/n, which completes the proof. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Without loss of generality assume that fn(l) > o. 
Let F';. denote the distribution of Xi' and suppose that p is the unique root 
of (2), 0 ~ p < 1. First consider the case where there exists c with 
ni=IF';.(C) = (1 - p)n > o. Define the pure-threshold stopping time T(c) = 
min{k ~ n: X k > c}, with T(c) = n + 1 if there is no such k. If exactly r ~ 1 
of the random variables Xl' ... ' Xn exceed c, then 1 ~ RT(c) ~ r, from which 
it follows that 
and 
n 
P(RT(c) = 0) = nFi(c). 
i= 1 
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Using these relations, 
n-l 
Efn( Rr(c») = fn(O) P{ RT(c) = 0) + E [fn( k) - fn( k + 1)] P(l ~ RT(c) ~ k) 
k=l 
n-l ~	 E fn(r)(~)pr(1- p)n-r,
 
r=O
 
the last inequality following by Lemma 2.1, and establishing (1). 
Now suppose that there does not exist c with n~F:(c) = (1 - p)n, but take 
c satisfying niF:(c - ) ~ (1 - p)n < niF:(c). Let {Ur , 1 ~ r ~ n} be indepen­
dent random variables each with the uniform distribution on [0,1] and inde­
pendent of {Xr , 1 ~ r ~ n} (defined on an enlarged probability space, if 
necessary). Define independent random variables Xr, r = 1, ... , n, by Xr = X r 
if X r < c, Xr = X r + 1 if X r > c and Xr = X r + Ur if X r = c. Then, if Fr is 
the distribution function of Xr , there exists d, c ~ d < c + 1 with n~F:(d) = 
(1 - p)n. Let RI: denote the relative rank of Xk among Xl' ... ' Xn; it is 
immediate that RI: ~ RI:, k = 1, ... , n. Let T(d) = min{k ~ n: Xk > d}, with 
T(d) = n + 1 if there is no such n. Observe that T(d) E J, where J~ J is 
the class of randomized stopping times for Xl' X 2 , •••• By the previous 
argument applied to Xl' ... ' Xn , 
n-l 
Efn(Rf,(d») ~ Efn(Rf,(d») ~	 E fn<r)(~)pr(1- p)n-r. 
r=O 
Observing that SUPTE./Efn(RT) = SUPTE./fn(RT), and that for finite-hori­
zon optimal stopping an optimal stopping time always exists, completes the 
proof of the theorem. 0 
3. Proofs of Theorems 1.2-1.4. In establishing the sharpness of the 
inequalities derived in the theorems of Section 1 it will be seen that the 
extremal distributions for {Xl' ... , X n } take the same form in each case. Say 
that (Xl' ... , X n ) form a Bernoulli pyramid with parameter p, 0 ~ p ~ 1, if 
Xl == 1 and P(Xr = r) = p = 1 - P(Xr = l/r) for r = 2, ... ,n. For each 
choice of fn define 
~(x) = supE[fn(Rr)/Xr=x], 
T;;::.r 
so that ~(x) is the optimal expected reward if stopping takes place at time r, 
or later, conditional on the observed value X r = x. In each of the three cases it 
will be seen that an optimal stopping time is always to stop at time 1; and in 
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each case the gambler is indifferent between stopping at time 1 and continu­
ing. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. The proof of the more general sharp inequality (6) 
will be established, which implies the result for (3) by taking 5 = 1. Here, take 
fn(l) = ... = fn(k) = 1, fn(k + 1) = ... = fn(n) = 0 and fn(O) = 1 - 5. 
Solving (2) for p yields 
Substituting into (1) gives (6). For the sharpness, suppose that (Xl' ... , X n ) 
is a Bernoulli pyramid with parameter p where p is as before, so that 
o= (n; 1 )<P/(l - p»k. Let ar be the conditional probability that X r is 
among the k best values given that X r = r; likewise, let C r be the conditional 
probability that X r is among the k best given that X r = l/r. It is clear that 
(n-r)l\(k-1) 
ar = ~ (n i r)pi(1 - p)n-r-i for 1 ~ r ~ n 
z=o 
and 
k-r ~ (n - r)"( )n-r-i ~ kc r = ~ i p" 1 - P lor 1 ~ r ~ , 
z=o 
with Cr = 0 for r > k. Note that a l = c i . For 1 ~ r < n, 
Vr(r) = max{a r , pVr+l(r + 1) + (1 - p)Vr+l(l/(r + .1»} 
and 
Vr(l/r) = max{cr,pVr+l(r + 1) + (1 - p)Vr+l(l/(r + I»}, 
with Vn(n) = max{l, 1 - 5} = 1, Vn(l/n) = max{O, 1 - 5} = 1 - 5. Last, define 
br, 1 ~ r ~ n, setting bn = 1 - 5, and then letting br = pa r+l + (1 - p)br+l 
for 1 ~ r < n, from which it follows that for r < n, 
(n-r)l\k 
,b = .E (n i r)pi(1_ p)n-r-i + (1 - 0)(1 _ p)n-r.r 
z=1 
It will be established that a r ~ br ~ C r, for each r, which implies by backward 
induction on r = n, n - 1, ... ,1 that Vr(r) = a r and Vr(l/r) = br. This gives 
VI(l) = aI' which in turn demonstrates the sharpness of the bound (6) when it 
is observed that the right-hand side of (6) is aI' since 
k-1( ) k 
a l = i~O n i 1 pi(1- p)n-i-l = (1 - 0)(1 - p)n + i~l (7 )pi(1- p)n-i. 
The last relation follows using the definition of p and the identity 
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First, to check that br ~ C r , it is only necessary to consider 1 ~ r ~ k. Since 
k - r < (n - r) /\ k, it is then sufficient to show that 
( 1 _ )n-r5 < ( n - r ) k-r+l(l _ )n-k-lp - k-r+1 p p . 
This is trivial for 5 = 0, and for 1 ~ 5 > 0, after substituting the value of p, it 
reduces to showing that 
~ ( n - 1 )]l/k < [~( n - r ]l/(k-r+l).
[ o n-k-1 - 0 n-k-d '
 
this inequality is true because (~r/(n-k) is decreasing in n ~ k + 1 and O-l/k 
is nonincreasing in k ~ 1. To check a r ~ br , note that this inequality is 
immediate for n - r ~ k - 1, while for n - r ~ k, using the expression for p, 
a - b = 0(1 - p)n-r - (n kr)pk(1 _ p)n-r-kr r 
= pk(1- p)n-r-k[(n k1) - (n kr)] ~ O. 
To verify the sharpness of the inequality in (7), consider the slight variation 
of the preceding example, where Xl == 1, and P(Xr = pr-l) = l/n = 1 ­
P(Xr = l/pr-l), r = 2, ... , n, where p > 1. Then it is immediate that 
1 ) n-l (X) 1 
( 1 - - :=;; sup E T X :=;; sup p(XT = max X r ) + -. n TE~ max r TE~ l~r~n p 
n l~r~n n 
But the same argument as previously given shows that 
1 )n-l 
sup p( X T = max X r ) = (1 - - , TE~ l~r~n n 
which proves that (7) is sharp when p ~ 00. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. Taking fn(r) = n - r, for 1 ~ r ~ n, and = 0 
otherwise, solution of (2) yields p = 1 - n -l/(n -1). Substituting into (1) and 
converting E(RT) = n - E[ fn(RT)] gives (4). To establish the sharpness of 
(4), take a Bernoulli pyramid (Xl' ... , X n ) with parameter p satisfying (1 ­
p)-(n-l) = n. For 1 ~ r < n, since (n - r)p is the expected number of indices 
), r <} ~ n, with X j =}, it follows that 
~(r) = max{n - (n - r)p - 1, p~+l(r + 1) + (1 - p)~+l(l/(r + I»} 
and 
~(l/r) = max{n - (n - r)p - r, p~+l(r + 1) + (1 - p)~+l(l/(r + I»}, 
with Vn(n) = n - 1 and Vn(l/n) = o. First observe that 
1 ~ n (1 - p ) n - r ~ r, for 1 ~ r ~ n. 
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For the left-hand inequality n(1 - p)n-r = (1 - p)-(r-l) ~ 1 and for the 
right-hand side n(1 - p)n-r = n(r-l)/(n-l), but n 1/(n-l) ~ r 1/(r-l), since (1 + 
X)I/x is decreasing in x > 0, and the inequality follows. Now letting 
br = pVr+ 1(r + 1) + (1 - p)Vr+ 1(1/(r + 1» for 1 ~ r < n, 
it follows by backward induction on r that 
br = n - (n - r)p - n(1 _ p)n-r 
and \I;.(r) = n - (n - r)p - 1 and \I;.(I/r) = br. Again, notice that b1 = 
(n - lXl - p). It follows that V1(1) = (n - 1)/n1/(n-l), showing that (4) is 
sharp. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4. Fix z E (0, 1) and define fn(r) = zr - zn for 
1 ~ r ~ n, and = °otherwise. Solving (2) yields 
1 - zn ) 1/(n -1) ]-1 ]-1 
p= z -1 +1( [ ( l-z 
and substitution into (1) (recalling that zn was subtracted off) gives (5). To 
show that (5) is sharp, again take a Bernoulli pyramid with p as before, so 
that 
1 - zn { (P )}n-l
---= l+z -- . l-z I-p 
First note the inequalities, for 1 ~ r ~ n, 
z{1 - (1 - z)p}n-r ~ {I - (1 - z)p}n-r - (1 - p)n-r(1 - zn) 
~ zr{1 - (1 _ z)p}n-r. 
By rearrangement, the first of these inequalities may be demonstrated by 
showing that 
1- zn ~ {I + z(_P )}n-r, 
l-z I-p 
but this is true, using the equation for p, since «1 - zn)/(1 - z)) ~ 1. For 
r = 1 the second inequality is immediate, while for r > 1 it reduces to showing 
that 
1 - zr )1/(r-l) ~ ( 1 - zn )1/(n-l), 
for r = 2, ... , n,( l-z l-z 
which holds since the left-hand side is nonincreasing in r = 2, ... ,n. Now, as 
in the previous two examples, set br = P \1;.+ l(r + 1) + (1 - p )\1;.+ 1(1/(r + 1)) 
for r < n, and since (n ~ r )Pi(l - p)n-r-i represents the probability that for 
exactly i of the indices j = r + 1, ... , n, the random variable X j = j, it follows 
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that 
and 
Vr(l/r) = max{ E:zi+r( n i r)pi(l - p )n-r-i - Zn, br}, 
with Vn(n) = z - zn, Vn(l/n) = o. Backward induction now gives 
b = {I - (1 - z)p}n-r - (1 - p)n-r(l - zn) - zn and V (l/r) = br.r r
This shows that Vr(r) = z{l - (1 - z)p}n-r - zn and Vr(l/r) = br- Again note 
from the relation giving p that b l = z{l - (1 - z)p}n-l - zn and that 
V I (l) + zn is the bound on the right-hand side of (5), establishing the sharp­
ness. 0 
4. An example where the inequality (1) is not sharp. Take n = 5 
and define f s(l) = 2, fs(2) = fs(3) = f s(4) = 1 and fs(5) = fs(O) = 0 (so that fs = fs- 1 is + 1 for rank 1, -1 for rank 5 and 0 otherwise). Let B denote the 
bound on the right-hand side of (1), so that 
4 
B = E	 f5(r)( ~ )pr(1 - p)5-r 
r=O 
4	 S S
=5p(1-p) +l-p -(l-p), 
where p is the unique solution in [0, 1) of the equation 
4(-P)+ (_P )4 =2.(8) 1-p 1-p 
Observe that p < 1/3 since the left-hand side of (8) is increasing in p, 
o ~ p < 1, and exceeds 2 when p = 1/3. 
PROPOSITION	 4.1.
 
inf{ sup E[ fs( R~)] : Xl' ... , Xs independent} > B.
 
TE~ 
PROOF.	 Define functions f/J, cP: [0, l]S ~ ~, by 
f./1(ql, ... ,q5) =1+ j~l((l-qj)Qqi) -l](1-q;)-llqi' 
l=1 
c/>(Ql,· .. ,q5) = 1 + j~l((l-QJQQi) -ll(l-Q;) - (1-Q5)iI]Qi' 
l=1 
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For ql' ... ,q5 satisfying the constraint n~qi = (1 - p)5, observe that n~(l ­
qi) and 1: ~1 / q i are uniquely maximized and minimized, respectively, when all 
the q i are equal, so that under the constraint, 
~ l/J(1 - p, ... , 1 - p) = B. 
Also, setting B*	 = </>(1 - p, ... ,1 - p), note that 
B* = l/J(l-p, ... ,l- p) + (1-p)4(1- 3p) > B, 
using the observation that p < 1/3. Now, if Fi denotes the distribution 
function of Xi' assume that there exists c with n~Fi(c) = (1 - p)5. (For the 
general case use randomization exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.) As 
before, define the pure-threshold stopping time T(c) = min{l ~ k ~ 5: X k > c} 
or T(c) = 6 if no such k exists. Then set T* = T(c) /\ 5, T** = T(c) /\ 4, and 
define the event A = {X4 < X5 ~ c}. 
CLAIM 1. 
Claim 1 follows by noting that 
5 
~ n (1 - Fi(c)) + F1(c)F2(c)F3(c)P(X5 ~ X 4 ~ c) 
i=l 
5	 5 
= n (1 - Fi(c)) + nFi(c) - F1(c)F2(c)F3(c)P(A) 
i=l i=l 
and that 
P(R~* = 1) ~ t ((l- FJ(C»)n.Fi(C»).j= 1	 l*J 
i=l 
CLAIM 2. 
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Claim 2 follows by noting that 
P(R~** = 5) ::::; II (1 - .F;(c») + pLYI Xi::::; c, X4 < Xl A X2 A X3 A xs) 
5 
~ n (1 - .F;(e)) + F1(e)F2(e)F3(e)P(X4 ~ e, X 4 < X5 ) 
i=l 
5	 4 
= n (1 - .F;(e)) + (1 - F5(e)) n.F;(e) 
i=l	 i=l 
ann that 
P( R~** = 1) ~	 t ((1 - Ji)( c») n..F;( c») 
j= 1	 l*J 
i=l 
~ t ((l-Ji}(c»)n..F;(C»). 
j=l	 l*J 
i=l 
To complete the proof of Proposition 4.1, choose 6, 0 < 6 < min{(1 - p)/2, 
(B* - B)/3}, so that 
B* -B 
/qi - (1 - p)/ < 6 for all i implies that /<p( ql'···' q5) - B*/ < --3­
and using the continuity of f/J, compactness of [0,1]5 and the uniqueness 
conclusion in (9), let ~ > 0 be such that 
/qi - (1 - p)1 ~ 6 for some i implies that f/J( ql' ... ,q5) > B + ~. 
CASE 1. Suppose that /.F;(e) - (1 - p)1 < 6 for all i and that P(A) < 6. 
Then by Claim 2, 
CASE 2. Suppose that 1.F;(e) - (1 - p)1 ~ 6 for some i. Then by Claim 1, 
E[ f5(R~*)] > B +~. 
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CASE 3. Suppose that IPi(c) - (1 - p)1 < 6 for all and that P(A) ~ 6. 
Then by (9) and Claim 1, 
1 - P )3E[ fs( R~*)] ~ B + ( -2- 6. 
Thus in each case there exists a stopping time T E ~ with 
E[ fs( R~)] ~ B + ~*, 
where ~* = min{(B* - B)/3, ~,6«1 - p)/2)3} > 0 does not depend on the 
distribution of the random variables Xl' ... , Xs, and this completes the proof. 
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